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The Global Gaming Industry
( AN OVERVIEW )

As the global gaming industry continues to grow across all markets, the

industry remains structured in a way that primarily benefits game developers

and perpetuates a one-directional flow of value where players spend money

to unlock access to in-game assets and gameplay configurations.

Alongside the disruption of cryptocurrencies across all industries, today, the

global gaming industry has seen a massive influx in blockchain-built games,

and decentralized applications (dapps) which enable players to capture the

utility and value of in-game purchases and asset acquisitions more effectively.



Viva Classic is a multi-dimensional play-to-earn game, built on the BEP20

BSC Smart Chain.

Viva Classic is money that community members can earn by learning the skill to win levels.

people acquire Viva classic by learning about blockchain gaming and non-fungible tokens

(NFTs), and the most dedicated can earn Viva classic by contributing to the play to earn

ecosystem.

People all around the world have shown a massive interest in blockchain as an alternative

decentralised financial solution because of the profound opportunities associated with it.

NFT games are blockchain-based games with in-game asset encryption that allows players

to collect them as non-fungible tokens (NFTs). Some of these games reward players with

cryptocurrency, while others allow players to collect in-game NFTs that can then be sold for

potential profit.

Binance Smart Chain is one of the most paramount blockchain systems that was created by

the cryptocurrency trading platform Binance. They are helpful for the development of DeFi

protocols and dapp. Since it is independent of the Binance network, Binance Smart Chain

can run even if the network crashes. This permits customers to build decentralised apps on a

single blockchain because it is developed on a dual-chain architecture.

it is a package full of services and solutions like security, privacy, one-second block time, and

faster transactions make it favourable for today’s NFT Gaming Industry. This is a golden

chance for various DeFi and other blockchain communities to seize the opportunity offered

by BinanceSmart Chain.

About Viva Classic



BEP-20 is a user-friendly token standard that permits users to deploy tokens

or currencies that are fungible on Binance smart chain, and BNB fuels BEP-

20 tokens transfers. it is a standard token on Binance smart chain that has all

the necessary functionalities like transferring, viewing token ownership, and

returning a balance. BEP-20 token is similar to Ethereum’s standard token

ERC-20 and Binance smart chain’s BEP-2 token. the primary difference

between the BEP-2 and the BEP-20 is that they work on different

blockchains. the BEP-2 token standard comes under the Binance chain,

while the BEP-20 token standard comes under the Binance smart chain.

Viva classic was created with the aim of expanding and satisfying the

growing consumer interest for crypto gaming while, satisfying everyone’s

entertainment needssimultaneously.

Utilizing blockchain technology along with the NFT working mechanism, we

are able to design a vibrant trading and exchanging environment where

players can earn in multiple ways by collecting and breeding and selling

your Viva classic will earn token and competing and winning in Player vs

Player (PVP) battle, daily tasks and quests will also see your team winning

tokens.

About the Token



About the Token

Play To Earn
Phase I to Phase III Gaming

0605

0403

0201

Marketplace
GW P2P hub where users can trade 

Gadget FTs &  Character NFTs

Trading
Buy, Sell &  Hold the viva 

token

Non-Fungible 

Tokens (NFT)
viva never before seen characters 

and rare collectibles

DeFi Staking
3 0 0 %  APY Liquidity Pools on

Pancakeswap

Booster Games
Tap-and-earn games to boost 

player rewards



Features

Viva classic features an entire network of supporting  

ecosystems along with exciting gameplay - and that’s  

not all that we’re offering!

To build the perfect game in every player’s dream, we  

will let players take part in building this awesome world  

with us.

Some NFT games reward players with cryptocurrency,

while others allow players to collect in-game NFTs that

can then be sold for potential profit.

Viva classic is one of those NFT games which provide  

players with tokens through skilled gameplay. All digital  

assets and data will be open-sourced, giving easy  

access to all enthusiastic to contribute to building  

Viva with us while gaining a more unique and  

personalized experience.



Viva Classic is easy to play and earn
tokens  and will be released in 3 phases.

Phases of Gameplay

PHASE I

The Oracle and Marketplace

The Oracle is the gateway to the  

viva single player mode  gameplay

experience. In this phase,  players 

must spin the oracle and  collect 

gadgets to be able to  participate

in Levels 1-10.

PHASE II

Kratos Arena

Multiplayer & Arena Battle Mode  

allows players to choose from 180  

armoursof different strengths in order  

to raise their damage resistance and  

attack strength when participating in  

Arena Battles.

PHASE III

Metaverse: The High Echelon

Hundreds of multiplayer features will  

be introduced in Phase 3, such as  

Armour Upgradeswith the Metaverse  

Blacksmith Avatar customisation,  

Crop foraging, and more to  

strengthen your avatar and improve  

the overall gameplay experience.



Phase I: The Oracle

And Marketplace

Players need to collect a specific number of character to participate in the

single  player games. character can be collected by winning the game. 

There are 10 Levels that players neeed to clear for this Phase. Each level has a  

corresponding number of tokens to be collected before users can start the  

game.The Marketplace will also be available for users to buy or trade

character with other players.



This iswhere the REALbattle starts.Wagewars with other players.

Deck out your avatar and prepare for the KratosArena, with avariety of armour  

and weapons that can help in standard light or heavy attacks. This provides  

players with avariety of options to gratify their own play style.

There are 180 weapon or character to choose from in this phase. Players can

suit up their  avatarsup to 6 armours or weapons.

How to Play: Kratos Arena

Gameplay mechanics to be released nearer to the launch.

Phase II: Kratos Arena



Phase III: The High Echeleon

The Metaverse

The High Echelon, is viva own Metaverse where users can further  

advance their gaming through upgrading their weapons, at the local Echelon  

Blacksmith, and nourishing their avatar at the StarTroop Tavern, to prepare for  

battles.The High Echelon, would also serve asa hub for all viva users, and

will  be helpful to build their community or army, in anticipation for future 

game  optimization.



Gameplay Overview
Users can qualify to play various levels of the game and get rewarded with viva

Tokens. The aim for all users is to clear all 10 Levels and earn Alexa tokens plus

NFTcards, which will be utilized in Phase II games.

Note that the gadgets collected used for qualification, after the gameplay will be

burned, regardless of the outcome. This ensures constant addiction and will

supplement the demand of VIvaTokens.

The Oracle

Fully Decentralized Wheel that is controlled by a smart contract, which eliminates the possibility of  

any fraud withusers.

Mystery Box
The Mystery Box can be acquired through playing The Oracle. Users will instantly receive an NFT  

card if the wheel lands on the Mystery Box panel. However, this will remain unseen and locked  

until Phase II games are released.

The FirePit

Contrary to the name, The Fire Pit is an easy tap-and-earn side quest, where users can earn more  

rewards. In the game, players complete levels by swapping colored pieces of candy on a game  

board to make a match of three or more of the same color



DEFISTAKING

Defi staking is the process of "locking" your crypto tokens into a DeFi Smart Contract to earn  

more of those tokens in return.

VIVA Token holders can earn a passive income of up to 300% APY by staking their Viva

tokens in various pools offered for 30 | 60 | 90 days.

By combining DeFi and NFT, Alexa provides a huge opportunity for investors to win Viva

rewards.

The daily yield will fluctuate based on the NFTs | Viva tokens staked. DeFi staking is one of

the hottest trends in the cryptocurrency industry today. It is a simple yet powerful concept

that leverages the benefits of decentralised finance. Moreover, staking is still considered one

of the best ways to generate passive income from one's existing Viva holdings.

Liquidity Pool APY: Up to 300%

Token Pairs: VivaClassic-BUSD / VivaClassic-BNB

Users can achieve solid yield returns by holding their crypto. No trades or transactions are

required. Finding the right platform for this activity remains essential, however.

Viva Clasic provides such a platform. Our goal is to create a fair competition system

between all holders without excluding any group of participants. Alexa is an essential part of

the NFT platform, and Viva Classic is working on establishing key mechanics that makes it

intrinsically tied to the NFT platform and its value. This interactive DeFi tool allows users to

earn passive income against their cryptos.

Viva Classic combines decentralised data storage and decentralised finance. Viva Classic

will eventually release various staking vaults allowing token stakes to earn multiple rewards.



Viva Classic have a staking platform where our Viva classic token holders can earn passive

income on the platform. Play-to-earn is a model for games where players can earn real money

or other rewards by playing. Players of Viva will earn Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), or one-of-a-

kind items that they can sell for real money.

The game aims at entertaining players with simple, but skill required to win levels which get

rewarded with Viva Classic tokens. Viva classic features along with an entire network of

supporting ecosystems of exciting gameplay, a diverse range of supporting gears and

equipment and real- time bidding and trading environment. Users can participate to boost their

Viva Classic Tokens.

There is half chance to win or lose your Viva classic Tokens. There are tokens allocated for the

booster pool with a schedule to be released. Users can battle with their powerful warriors with

other random users in PVP mode. It is a package full of services and solutions like security,

privacy, one-second block time, and faster transactions. This is a golden chance for various DeFi

and other blockchain communities to seize the opportunity offered by Viva classic.

Viva classic currency deployed on BSC smart

chain  Viva classic Game - Phases I, II, III

Token burningmechanism  

NFT marketplace

ECOSYSTEM
Viva Classic is an upcoming p2e game with a combination of multiple genres, built on BEP-20

BSC smart chain. We are dedicated in creating long-lasting games, communities, and

ecosystems. As a result, all token parameters such as total quantity, allocation ratio, lock rate, and

so on are carefully evaluated.





BscScan Coin marketcap Coingecko

Cointiger Coinpaprika Poocoin Chart

OUR PARTNERS

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/viva-classic
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/viva-classic
https://www.cointiger.com/en-us/#/trade_center?coin=viva_usdt
https://coinpaprika.com/coin/viva-viva-classic/
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xc18083cc09da5fb3e29ae39e186a817efce6cb3f


CONTACTUS

https://twitter.com/myvi

vaclassic?s=09

https://t.me/vivaofficial

group

vivaclassic.org


